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Every Fourth Wednesday

April 25, 2018
Thomas Edison High
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Colombia Pike, Annandale, VA
22003;
12-4PM; FREE;
Fairfax County.Gov

Greetings! I hesitate to
wish you all a happy
spring, because I am not
sure it is really here
yet!!!
We had another great
Club meeting in March.
I thank everyone who
participated in the Parade Ground (you all
have mad skills) and a
special shout out for our
guest speaker Elizabeth
Poulin for her talk about
Major Theodore “Dutch”
Van Kirk” the Navigator
for the Enola Gay.
Nearly 69 years ago,
Theodore "Dutch" Van
Kirk navigated a U.S. B29 Superfortress called
the Enola Gay over Hiroshima, Japan, on a sunny August day. Once
over its target, the Enola
Gay unloaded the first
atomic bomb dropped in
war. A single bomb
blast killed some
140,000 people and
helped end World War II
-- and pushed the world
suddenly into the nuclear era. On 28 July
2014, Van Kirk died of
natural causes at the

Park Springs retirement
community in Stone
Mountain, Georgia. He
was 93. His death
means there are now no
surviving members of
the Enola Gay's crew
who, by doing their jobs,
became an early and
integral part in the ongoing narrative over nuclear weapons.
As far as shows, as you
can see in this dispatch,
we have a number of
shows coming up and I
hope to see you all out
there displaying your
great works.
Show planning is on
track and I would like to
thank the Show Committee and Subcommittee
members for making it
happen. We have a lot
more to do in preparation for our September
show, but we are in a
much better place this
early in the process than
in the past. The next
planning teleconference
is 18 April at 7:00 p.m. I
will send out an invite
with detailed instructions and the agenda on

Monday 16 April. Committee and subcommittee chairs are required
to participate but you all
are welcome to dial in.
I look forward to seeing
many of you at the 21
April NOVA IPMS show.
Oh, by the way how are
we doing with our challenge in finding new
club members and signing up for month club
meeting presentations?
Paint On!!!
Burt
NCMSS C.O.
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C LU B N EW S
1-Darci Hoffman gave NCMSS
financial status report NCMSS solvent

MEETING MINUTES
28 March 2018

March MOTM
“Mug-of-the-Month”
WINNER
Jim Richey
“French Dromedaire
Regt.”

Networking & Setup [18301916 hrs]
Attendees examined MOTM
exhibits & talked fun hobby
issues; NCMSS Staff Officers
conducted short Stand-Up.

2-NOTE: We are always asking
for new monthly SPEAKERS to
sign up for giving a hobbyrelated talk. Available dates:
May-Aug & Oct-Nov; please
volunteer to give a talk; demo;
or ‘show & tell’ to your fellow
members

Call to Order: NCMSS C.O.
started meeting [1917 hrs]

3-Burt reviewed many action
items associated with pulling
off another successful 2018
Annual NCMSS Washington
Show; YOU CAN HELP!!! Burt
discussed our recent 1st
monthly NCMSS Washington
Show TELECON; mentioned
new fees [$10/exhibitors, $8/
GA, $5/seniors]; David Luff
discussed ‘Wargamers’ participation; “doortrophies/handouts TBD; David
Hoffman discussed
‘advertising approaches’ using entire membership to
engage all forms available
(FB, Forums, Blogs, Flyers,
etc); Darci Hoffman reviewed
NCMSS website mods including ‘Show Forms’ & ‘PayPal’
additions……more action
items reviewed each month

Program/Special Event [1917
-2002 hrs]
“Dutch” Van Kirk, Navigator of
the Enola Gay…” by guest
Speaker Elizabeth Poulin
Read separate article contained within newsletter.
Parade Ground: [2003-2030
hrs]
Tim Stormer; Scotty Turner;
Greg Paspatis; Jim Richey;
David Hoffman & J.J. Powers
participated.
Mug-of-the-Month (MOTM)
Award:
Jim Richey won March MOTM
award.
Old / New Business: [20312054 hrs]

Quarterly Swap Meet
Held during meetings
Feb
May
Aug
Nov
Bring items to sell,
swap or give away!

annual re-incorporation activity
Conclusion: Meeting adjourned 2055 hrs
Attendees: Jenny Young; Jim
Richey; Greg Paspatis; David
Luff; David Hoffman; Darci
Hoffman; Joe Bles; Mike
Donohue; Scotte Turner; Darla Yaun; Warren Yaun; Robert
Prokop; Burt Thompson; J.J.
Powers; Elizabeth Poulin;
Matthew Poulin; Norb Lustine
& Tim Stormer
Submitted by Tim Stormer,
NCMSS Adjutant < adjutanttim@gmail.com > 703560-8904

4-Burt is now officially our VA
SCC POC to handle NCMSS

EDITOR’S CORNER
Welcome to Volume 4 of the
Dispatch!. We have been
getting great feedback, including ideas for future articles. As I have said, no contribution is too small. One
member mentioned having
articles on older classic figures , which I wholeheartedly
support. Many of you have
old favorites, some of which
have been entered in our
Annual Show category of

“Blast from the Past”. I know
many of us would love to see
some of these again, either in
short form with just a smallparagraph and picture or a
more in depth step by step
article.
Reviews of the latest historical book you’ve read or other
hobby related material is welcome too.

Finally, keep the feedback coming and if you don’t already
attend our monthly meetings,
they are always fun and a
chance to interact with your
friends with the same interests.

David Hoffman
Dispatch Editor
bpchasseur@comcast.net
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CLUB NEWS(CONTINUED)
Club website:
ncmssclub.org

NCMSS Website

tration, and Show Vendor
Registration on line. This
makes it all easier for everyone involved. Thanks to Mike
Fleckenstein and Darci Hoffman for making this happen,
among others.

As mentioned elsewhere our
members and friends should
be aware that the NCMSS
Website now has electronic
payment capability. While any
payment is processed through
PayPal, establishing a PayPal
Account is NOT required to
make a payment.

REMINDER: Don’t forget to
renew your membership!
Everyone should check out
our webpage, as it not only
has these features but has an
extensive gallery of past show
figures, The Dispatch archives
of past issues, contact information for NCMSS Staff, and
an up to date Hobby Event
Calendar provided by Tim
Stormer. Additional events
should be provided to Tim at
adjutanttim@gmail.com.

You are now able to pay your
NCMSS membership dues,
Annual Show Exhibitor Regis-

NCMSS Show News
Lots of exciting developments
for September NCMSS Show,
including new partners that
will be participating and new
categories. David Luff is
bringing in friends from the
Wargaming community, who
will not only have their own
wargaming event but a flea
market as well. Also thanks
to David we are adding a Gundam category to the show, a
very popular modeling endeavor these days based a

science fiction media franchise/anime show that features giant robots (mecha)
that wear mobile suits
equipped with various weaponry. We are seeing a lot of
these at model shows these
days.
Additionally, the Car Club will
again be having there own
event at the show, attracting
additional modelers. The
show committee decided to
bring back the “blast from the
Past” category, which includes figures that are at
least 25 years old. Always
great to see these.
Joe Bles announced that the
Hotel Room discount is available again this year, at $89.00
a night at the nearby Hilton
Springfield. Regretfully it was
decided to forgo the Hospitality Suite at the same location
this year. Maybe next year if
enough interest is shown.
Stay tuned for new developments as we get closer to
September 9.

EDITOR’S CORNER
Welcome to Volume 4 of the
Dispatch!. We have been
getting great feedback, including ideas for future articles. As I have said, no contribution is too small. One
member mentioned having
articles on older classic figures , which I wholeheatrtedly
support. Many of you have
old favorites, some of which
have been entered in our
Annual Show category of

“Blast from the Past”. I know
many of us would love to see
some of these again, either in
short form with just a short
paragraph and picture or
more in depth step by step.
Reviews of the latest historical book you’ve read or other
hobby related material is welcome too.
Finally, keep the feedback
coming and if you don’t al3

ready attend our monthly meetings, they are always fun and a
chance to interact with your
friends with the same interests.

David Hoffman
Dispatch Editor
bpchasseur@comcast.net
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EVENTS
Museum of the American
Revolution
For those of you travelling to
the MFCA show in May, it
would be a good opportunity
to visit the newly opened Museum of the American Revolution in downtown Philadelphia. The museum is across the
street from the First Bank of
the United States and two
blocks from Independence
Hall, the National Constitution
Center, and the Liberty Bell.
Visitors follow a chronological
journey. There is a full-scale

V o l um e 5 7 I s s ue 4

The museum's
collection includes items
owned and
used by General George
Washington during
the War of Independence, an
extensive collection of historic
firearms and edged weapons,
important art, important manuscripts, and rare books.

replica of Boston's Liberty
Tree, a recreation of an Oneida Indian Council, a Battlefield Theater featuring
the Battle of Brandywine, a
recreation of Independence
Hall, and a large model of an
18th-century privateer ship.
A dedicated theater houses
one of the most iconic surviving artifacts of the Revolution:
General Washington's Headquarters Tent, which served
as both his office and sleeping quarters throughout much
of the war.

Find out more at:
https://
www.amrevmuseum.org/

H O B B Y C A L E N DA R 2 0 1 8
APRIL

 April 14-15 — Great Scale Model Train and Railroad Collectors Show Timonium, MD
 April 21 — NVM IPMS “Model Classic” Northern Virginia Modelers, Fairfax, VA
 April 27-28 — NorEastCon47 Long Island Scale Model Society, Old Bethpage, NY

MAY

 May 3-5 — AMPS2018 Armor Modeling and Preservation Society, Dayton, OH
 May 4-5 — MFCA 77th Annual Show Min. Figure Collectors of America, Trevose, PA

JUNE

 June 2—VA 57th Heart-of-the-South (HOTS) Toy Soldier Military Figure Show & Sale ,
Annandale, VA
 June 2-3 — WonderFest Hobby Expo Louisville, KY
 June 9 — ScottCon 2018, IPMS, Robins AFB, GA
 June 9-10 — Great Scale Model Train and Railroad Collectors Show Timonium, MD

AUG

Northern Virginia Modelers
Model Classic 2018
April 21
Fairfax HS

 Aug 1-4 — IPMS-USA National Convention Phoenix, AZ
 Aug 30-Sept 2 — NOVA OPEN Tabletop Wargaming Convention, Crystal City, VA

SEPT

 (TBD) Sept — HOTS Toy Soldier, Figures, Militaria Show & Sale, Annandale, VA
 Sept 8 — 57th Annual NCMSS Washington Show & Exhibit Alexandria, VA
 Sept 7-9 — JerseyFest Model Kit & Statue Fair Newark, NJ

OCT

 Oct 21 — MMSI Chicago Show Military Miniature Society of Illinois, Chicago, IL
 Oct 27-28 -- Great Scale Model Train and Railroad Collectors Show Timonium, MD
 Oct 27 — 21st International Paper Modelers Convention Sterling, VA

NOV

 (TBD) Nov — LIMMS Long Island Miniature Collectors Society, Freeport, NY

DEC

 (TBD) Dec — HOTS Toy Soldier, Figures, Militaria Show & Sale, Annandale, VA

There is a more detailed Hobby Calendar available on the NCMSS website that is maintained by Adjutant Tim Stormer here: https://www.ncmssclub.org/upcoming-events If you know of any more,
please provide Tim with the particulars at model-tim@hotmail.com
4

MFC A 77th Annual
Show and Mart
May 4th and May 5th,
2018.
Radisson Hotel Philadelphia
Northeast at 2400 Old Lincoln Highway, Trevose PA.
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PA R A D E G RO U N D

March Parade
Ground
Participants
Jim Richey, Greg
Paspatis, David
Hoffman, Scotte
Turner, J.J. Powers

JIM RICHEY
Jim brought a beautiful rendition
of a French Dromidaire, from
Napoleon’s Egyptian Campaign
of 1798-1801. The Dromedary
(camel) Corps was drawn from
picked men of Napoleon’s infantry regiments and was highly
successful. Armed with a standard Dragoon musket, sabre and
one or two pairs of pistols, I read
they amassed quite a bit of loot

5

and were able to dress and equip themselves very well in
their escapades across Egypt and Syria (Elting). Jim mentioned that the well animated camel is pinned to the base on
one hoof. Everyone was vey impressed with this figure and
the realistic depiction of the camel’s hide; a very colorful
figure that was well deserving of it’s Mug of the Month Award
for March.
75mm RP Model, painted in Acrylics. The larger scale figure
behind it with the beret it s exceptionally realistic as well.
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PA R A D E
G RO U N D

SCOTTE TURNER
Scotte brought in a nice variety of well painted
subjects including another Valiant 54mm football player, in this case depicting O.J. Simpson
being “Flagged” and looking at a glove also on
the ground. Scotte use stretche sprue for the
shoe laces, ties and face mask, along with
masking tape for the glove and helmet strap.
Also present was another 54mm, from F.M.
Beneito of Nosferatu, a Le Cimier Marshal Colbert, and his Roman Marine featured in last
month’s dispatch, all brilliantly executed and
painted in acrylics.

6
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PA R A D E G RO U N D
J. J. P OW E R S
J.J. Powers showed more

fine examples of his
scratch building prowess
based on Airfix 1/12 kit
parts, bringing back some
of the glory of the British
Empire. As always his subjects are well researched
with a great story to tell.

7

The first is an Officer, Roy- cal Corps, another very
interesting and rare
al Munster Fusiliers P.J
subject.
Charlot, a veteran who
spent most of his career in
Africa but died in action on
the Western Front in 1914.
He insisted on wearing his
African campaign helmet
in the European Theatre as
depicted here.. The second depicts a member
of the Australian Medi-
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PA R A D E G RO U N D
G R E G P A S PA T I S
Greg brought in some more of his vintage figures, in this case a
set of Tamiya Vietnam era figures in commemoration of Vietnam
Veterans Day. A salute to all who served.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Vietnam_War_Veterans_Day

D AV I D H O F F M A N
David brought in his most recent figure, a Pegaso 90mm rendition of
Louis XV. It has always been one of his favorites and has been a popular
figure at shows over the years. It was painted in oils, with the sashes
including the Order Of the Golden Fleece done with Winsor and Newton
Iridescent White added to the base color for additional sheen. The armor was painted with Gunze Sangyo Mr. Metal
stained with oils and later highlighted.

8
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T H E A T L A N T A S H OW
A T L A N T A M I L I T A RY F I G U R E S O C I E T Y
The Atlanta Military Figure
Society concluded their annual show February 18th. This
is always a great show and I
had the opportunity to attend
in the past. Many in the club
have made the trek in the
past and our own Jim Evans
was there this year: he garnered Bronze for his Marine
Raider. Grand Master Matt
Springer got the Atlanta Cup
for his “Can’t We Play Fetch,
Maestro?” Awesome work!

Well worth attending as one
of the best figure shows on
the east coast and I have
included a small sample of
photos courtesy of the AMFS.
They maintain a Flickr site
with many more pictures from
the show and others. You can
find it here:
https://www.flickr.com/
photos/
atlantamilitaryminiatures/
albums
They also have a Facebook
page here, along with a small
webpage:
https://www.facebook.com/
AtlantaFigures/
http://
www.atlantafigures.org/

All Photos AMFS

9
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M A RC H M E E T I N G
P R E S E N TAT I O N :
MAJOR THEODORE “DUTCH” VAN KIRK
A N D T H E E N O L A G AY M I S S I O N
Presented by Elizabeth Poulin. Elizabeth is a Program Specialist at the
Laurel-Beltsville Senior Activity Center.
Elizabeth's topic was her great uncle:
Major Theodore "Dutch" Van Kirk.
Dutch Van Kirk was the navigator on
the B-29 Enola Gay mission to end the
war with Japan in August 1945.

Autographed photo with Dutch on the
left,, Col. Tibbets, and Bombadier
Maj. Ferebee.

“Dutch’s message was
always the wish that
these devastating
weapons would never
have to be used again”

the hometown of Maj. General Ent,
commander of the 2nd Air Force
who selected Col. Tibbets to command the mission. Ent had commanded the famous raid on the
Poesti oil fields.
Autographed phot of the
Enola Gay’s Crew.

Dutch was born in Nortumberland
Pensylvannia in 1921, a small town
founded in 1772 that a had a few
other famous sons, to include the
discoverer of oxygen and a renowned
philosopher both with the name of
Priestly. Besides Dutch, it was also

THE MISSION

Then they were told to get a
good nights rest.

Col. Tibbetts then personally
selected Major Van Kirk
based on their flying together
in North Africa and respect for
his abilities. Ms. Poulin related other background and
stories, including the fact that
the true nature of the mission
and the atomic bomb was not
revealed to the crew until the
night before the mission.

At the very same time this
was happening, Ms. Polin’s
future father was on a troopship in the Pacific, the U.S.S.
Tranquility, waiting to take
part in the invasion of Japan.
Needless to say, everyone is
aware of the millions of casualties that would have occurred if Japan had not sur-

rendered, including perhaps
her father. A pertinent reminder of the importance of
the mission.

AFTER THE WAR

Burt Thompson presenting a
token of the club’s appreciation.

Ms. Poulin brought in some
letters, articles and photos
from about her great uncle
and mentioned after the war
that he received threatening
letters and subject of some
anger, including an artlicle
saying that the crew had
“cashed in” on their experiences. Nothing was farther
than the truth and his message was always to communicate the horror of war
and the need to never use
these weapons again.
10

There is also a detailed
biography and collection of
letters by Suzanne Dietz
called “My True Course:
Dutch Van Kirk Northumberland to Hiroshima” that
is available on Amazon. He
flew a total of 58 missions
in B-17s and B-29s in
WWII.
After the war he became a
chemical engineer for

Dupont. When he died on July
28, 2014 he was the last surviving crewman from the Enola
Gay. He was buried in his birthplace of Northumberland. Penn.
On behalf of the club I would
like to thank her for visiting us
and presenting this additional
insight on “The Greatest Generation” and valuable iessons
from the past.
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As promised in the last issue, here is another article by former NCMSS member David Powell from the Figure
Mentors website, this time regarding painting boots with matte paint. Thanks for sharing David, awesome tips!

Painting a Shiny Black (with Matte Paints)
Painting a Shiny Black – PRELUDE

Black is one of the colours that many people find difficult to paint with. If you’re not careful highlighting it, the colour can quickly turn from a black into a grey, and as it’s already so dark, how does one
shade it? While I hope to write a more thorough article on different ways to deal with black, for the
moment I’m going to focus on a specific variety: painting a shiny black. Think of glossy black hair or
shiny black leather. Sure, you could use a gloss finish over black, but that never seems to look
quite right at the small scale. Instead we want to use matte paints to create very bright highlights
while retaining the impression that the underlying colour is black. Not an easy task, but one I hope
you will find more approachable after reading this tutorial.
For this tutorial I will be working with acrylics and using Reaper Master Series paints. Of course the
same effects can be achieved with paints from any brand, but the colour names will be in reference
to the Reaper line. I paint primarily through layering, slowly varying the colour on my palette and
applying many layers to create the blends. Each layer is thinned somewhat, but not to the level of a
true glaze.
THE BASICS
Let’s begin by talking about colour choice. While it may seem obvious to go with black, a neutral
grey, and then white, choosing other intermediate colours can create more visually pleasing effects. What if you swapped out the neutral grey for a cool grey or a warm grey? What if you added
some blue to the intermediate mix? Or what if you put in a bit of brown? These colours could imply
something about the light hitting the piece or the underlying material. There are many possibilities
and I encourage you to experiment. For the colours in the following example I’ve chosen Pure
Black, Dark Elf Shadow, Dark Elf Skin, Dark Elf Highlight, Vampiric Shadow, and Pure White. The
dark elf colours are a set of dark greys, but are visually a bit more interesting than neutral greys.

11
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When it comes to highlighting and shading, there are a couple good rules of thumb for painting
black. The first is to start with a near black, but not actually black. Black, like white, is a relative
colour. I think it’s easier to explain using white as an example. Consider that old t-shirt or pair of
sneakers. They may look white, but hold them up next to a sheet of white paper and you’ll see
they’re really off white. The same can go for black. A near-black can still look like black, as long
as it’s the darkest part of the mini. The bulk of the black area on the figure will be near-black.
This gives you some room to shade down (to pure black) while still retaining the look of black.
This works best when you don’t also have large portions of the mini actually painted with pure
black.
For highlighting, my advice is you can go very bright as long as you keep the area of application
very limited. High contrast is possible, but if you apply it over large areas then the black section
starts to look more like grey. Bare in mind that in the case where we want a shiny black, the
small areas of bright highlights are critical.
Finally, for a shiny black, we will not be strictly following zenithal lighting rules. We still imagine a
light source directly above the figure however, we are painting a reflection of that light source.
So imagine a ray of light coming from the source, bouncing off of the figure, and then travelling
to the eye of the viewer. In this instance, we have to both assume the source of light is directly
above the figure and that the viewer is looking at the figure from the side.

The path that the ray of light takes once it hits the surface is based on physics. The angle of incidence (angle of the initial ray with respect to the surface) equals the angle of reflection (angle of
reflected ray with respect to the surface). So the steeper or sharper the angle of the initial ray,
the sharper the angle will be for the reflected ray. If the incident ray comes in at a very shallow
angle, than the reflected ray will also be at a shallow angle. Hopefully the picture below will make
this clear. If not, just google ‘angle of incidence’ and ‘angle of reflection’ to see more examples.

FOR LIGHT REFLECTING OFF THE SURFACE, THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE EQUALS THE ANGLE OF REFRACTION. SO THE REFLECTION POINT
DOES NOT OCCUR AT THE TOP (IMAGE ON THE LEFT) BUT INSTEAD PARTWAY DOWN THE SIDE (IMAGE ON THE RIGHT). THIS IS DIFFERENT
FROM HOW WE DO ZENITHAL LIGHTING.

12
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Okay, how does all of that work in practice? Below is a figure I recently finished. Look at how her
hair is painted. The base colour is near black, but you can see it still gets darker between the
strands of hair. The highlights on the hair are bright, but limited to very small spots so the whole
thing still looks black. The placement of the highlights are about a third of the way down her head,
not at the exact top. This fits with the above discussion on angle of incidence and angle of reflection. That is the overall look/effect we are trying to achieve. Now that you know what I’m trying to
do and why, let’s take a closer look at how I actually paint it…

STEP 1: SKETCHING IN THE LIGHTS
To demonstrate my approach, I’m going to walk you through how I painted one of the boots on this
54mm Dragoon from Pegaso Models. I began by base coating them both in Pure Black. Following
that, I like to sketch in the reflections. I start with some Dark Elf Highlight. It’s a medium grey and,
while I keep the area of application limited, I can be a bit more generous in how much I put on.
Over that, I then paint in the brighter points using Vampiric Shadow (an off white). Using both colours creates a rough blend, one that I will come back to and smooth out.

13
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Sketching in the lights is not mandatory, but I find it helps. The process of blending from black to white or
near white is time consuming and not easy. By sketching in the lights, I can step back and see how the piece
looks. Are the lights in the right spots? If not, I can paint over them with black and quickly make adjustments. Those same adjustments would be much more painful once everything has been carefully blended.
The sketching step lets me quickly evaluate how it will look in the end and make any changes now, while they
will be easy.
STEP 2: BLENDING HIGHLIGHTS BACK TO BLACK
Okay, now begins the time consuming portion, blending the highlights down to black. Normally, I blend from
the shadows up to the highlights. But, when it comes to very dark colours, I find the wet paint looks a bit darker and then dries slightly lighter. This means, if I’m trying to blend from dark to light, the layer I’m applying
may look like a decent blend but, when it dries, may leave a harsher transition than I thought. By blending
down from light to dark, if the blend looks decent while the paint is wet, it will look even better when it dries!
The opposite seems to be true for light colours (the wet paint looks lighter than it really is), so I still blend from
dark to light for most parts of the figure. Only on blacks or other very dark colours do I reverse my approach.
Beginning with Vampiric Shadow, I add in Dark Elf Highlight and create a gradient on my palette. I’m not wet
blending (though that is a valid approach which may work for some of you), but I do want to be able to quickly
jump from one shade to the next to make small corrections as I go. Working from the lights, I apply the gradually dark and darker shades near the light and then pull them away, towards the darker areas of the
boots. As my paints get darker and darker, I move farther and farther away from the light spots.
Yet I still work to keep the light areas as limited and tight as I can. Once I’m at pure Dark Elf Highlight, I add
in Dark Elf Skin and create an additional gradient between those two colours. If I accidentally go too far with a
darker shade and knock out a highlight, or just get a transition that is too extreme, I’ll jump back to the brighter colours in my gradient and rework that section. The first set of images below shows the initial sketch and
then the partially blended version of Vampiric Shadow, Dark Elf Highlight, and Dark Elf Skin.

14
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LEFT: SKETCH FROM PREVIOUS STEP. RIGHT: BEGINNING OF BLENDING (FROM VAMPIRIC SHADOW DOWN TO DARK ELF SKIN).

At this point the blends look pretty good, but you can still see a noticeable jump to black in the
middle and top of the boot. In addition, the bottom looks more grey than black as the highlights
have taken over a bit too much. So I now create one more gradient from Dark Elf Skin to Dark
Elf Shadow. Using this, I smooth out the remaining transitions and take down some of the lights
on top of the foot. The series of images below shows the changes from the partially blended to
the fully blended boot. I could take some Pure Black to pick out some shadows, but I didn’t feel
that was necessary in this case. The Dark Elf Shadow looked dark enough.

LEFT: INTERMEDIATE BLENDING FROM PREVIOUS PHOTO. RIGHT: COMPLETED BLENDING (ALL
THE WAY FROM VAMPIRIC SHADOW TO DARK ELF SHADOW).
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Before I go on, I just wanted to say a few more things about blending. Going from white to black is
tough, so use every trick in the book to make it work. I’m not much of a wet blender or very good
with the loaded brush, but if you are by all means use those techniques! For me, I layer and feather. I’ll thin down paints further when necessary. I also find stippling can be helpful to break up those
transition lines and hide the blends. The slight randomness of the stippling can actually look good
for materials like this. Whilst I did not rely on glazing here to smooth out the blends, that’s another
technique that can work. Just be wary that you don’t knock down the highlights too much with the
glaze. If necessary, go back in and re-highlight.
STEP 3: ADDING FINAL REFLECTION POINTS
Okay, we’re very close now. The end result of the last step could be a decent place to step. But I
want to create the look of shiny black boots. So I go back in with some Vampiric Highlight and then
just a few touches of Pure White to bring out a few of the reflection points. I keep this very limited,
just a few small spots on the top of the boot, tip of the shoe, and a few places in-between.
The image set below shows the difference between the final blending (on the left) and the addition
of the white for reflection points (on the right). You may notice that I made some further tweeks to
the top of the foot, adjusting the blends and slimming down the area for the highlights. It’s always
helpful to step back and evaluate your work. If something doesn’t feel right, go back and try to correct it.

LEFT: BLENDED VERSION FROM PREVIOUS STEP. RIGHT: ADDITION OF BRIGHTER REFLECTIONS WITH VAMPIRIC HIGHLIGHT AND PURE WHITE.

My biggest suggestion is just to not be afraid. Going from black to white or near white is intimidating
but the only way you can learn and improve is by giving it a try. Don’t worry if your transitions aren’t
smooth enough or the highlights don’t look right. Keep trying and in time you will get better and better; if you can get these blends down, you’ll be able to blend just about anything!
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I’ll leave you with a couple images of the nearly finished Dragoon. We’ve been dealing with the ultra
-closeup images of the boots. Here’s how they look when you view the figure as a whole. I still need
to finish his left boot, but I think this gives you the main idea. Also, notice that I used the same approach on the black horse hair crest for his helmet. There are many other places where this look
would be appropriate as well, especially in fantasy (scales/armour) or sci-fi genres (power armour/
alien skin). [Ed. Note: For more on the Dragoon, check out the March issue of The Dispatch if you
hadn’t already]

Thank you for taking the time to read this. I hope you found it helpful. Best of luck on your painting
adventures!
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Club website:
ncmssclub.org
Club Facebook:
NCMSS

B AC K P AG E
2018 NCMSS Officers
Commanding Officer

Burt Thompson 907-957-0607
thompsonnu84@gmail.com
Executive Officer Joe Bles 301-490-6769
gyrinejoe@aol.com
Adjutant
Tim Stormer
703-560-8904
model-tim@hotmail.com
(acting until Volunteer appears)
Paymaster
Darci Hoffman
240-912-6499
dkdickens-h@comcast.net
Show Chairman Burt Thompson
907-957-0607
Thompsonnu84@gmail.com
Vendor Chairman
Grant Berry 301-829-6110
Granthberry@aol.com
Webmaster
Mike Fleckenstein 540-498-0162
modlrfleck@yahoo.com
Dispatch Editor David Hoffman
240-912-6499
bpchasseur@comcast.net

Daniel Richard Broh-Khan
SIX-SIDED SIMULATIONS
MINIATURE FLAGS & MINIATURES
17 Seven Springs Court
Phoenix, MD 21131-1542 USA

DBKMBACPA@ verizon.net
WWW.SIXSIDED.COM 410-615-9044

Advertising Policy: The Dispatch
does not accept paid advertising; but
will accept, without obligation and on a
“first come-first served” + space available contingency, business cards or ads
for miniature, toy soldier, plastic model
and similar shows submitted by NCMSS
members of other clubs, associations,
or businesses that the NCMSS has an
association with. Non-club sponsored
show ads should be Shows within a 2hour drive of the DC area. Ads for
shows must be submitted by the 15th of
the month for a show scheduled for the
following month. Business cards may
be submitted for continuous running,
subject to space availability. Members
may also submit sale/want ads as
desired. Ads or business cards in compliance with this policy and printed in
The Dispatch do not represent an official endorsement by the NCMSS.; nor
does NCMSS endorse specific shows or
vendors.
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